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In this contribution� we consider an speci�c type of Hamiltonian H� and
two of its basic facts are analyzed� the existence of a one�parameter family of
periodic orbits with a transition from stability to complex instability and the
appearance of a two�parameter family of bifurcating tori�

The importance of this speci�c Hamiltonian is that it constitutes a versal
deformation of such quasi�periodic unfolding� under some quite generic con�
ditions� any Hamiltonian with three degrees of freedom and having a family
of periodic orbits with a transition stable�complex unstable	 can be reduced

through a canonical change
� to the sum of H� plus some remainder H��
containing higher order terms�

At the end� we give some ideas about the proof of the persistence of the
invariant tori when H� is added and the whole transformed Hamiltonian is
taken into account�

Complex instability

Let H� be a real three degree of freedom Hamiltonian given by�

H����� I�� x� y� � ��I� � ��y � x�


�
jyj�� ���jxj����� I�� y � x�� ��

where xT � �x�� x��� y
T � �y�� y���

jxj�� � x�� � x��� jyj�� � y�� � y��� y � x � y�x� � y�x��

and ��u� v� w� is a polynomial of degree r beginning with terms of order two�
so we can write�

��u� v� w� �


�
�au� � bv� � cw�� �

� duv � euw � fvw �
X

��l�m�n�r

�l�m�nu
lvmwn� ���

Note thatH� depends on an action� I�� and on the normal positions �x�� x��
and momenta �y�� y��� but it does not depend on the angle conjugate to the
action� ��� so we shall denote H��I�� x� y��
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Figure � We note that when I� � �� then ��� � ��
� � i�� and ��� � ��� �

�i�� �collision of characteristics exponents�� Therefore� the family changes its
linear character from stable to complex�unstable �when d � �� �g� �a��� or
vice�versa �when d 	 �� �g� �b���

It is straightforward to check that the Hamiltonian �� has a one parameter
family of periodic orbits which can be expressed as�

MI� �

��
�

�� � ��� � 
����� I�� ���t� ����
I� � const��
x� � x� � y� � y� � ��

being the action I� the parameter of the family� We can compute the charac�
teristic exponents in the normal directions to the periodic orbit� which turn
out to be

��I� � i��� � fI���
p
�dI� �O� �O�� ���

��I� � �i��� � fI���
p
�dI� �O� �O�� ���

where O� � O��I��� and the coe�cients d and f which appear in the formulas
are those of the development of �� ���� Thus� if I� is taken to be small enough�
the character of the exponents depend mainly on the sign of the product �dI�
inside the square roots� so the evolution of the stability of the family is as
shown in �gure �

The interest of Hamiltonian �� relies on the following result�

Theorem � Let H� be a ��degree of freedom Hamiltonian and fM�g��R
a non�degenerate one�parameter family of periodic orbits of the corresponding
Hamiltonian system� Suppose� in addition� that this family undergoes a tran�
sition stable�complex unstable as the one described in �gure � for some value



of the parameter �say � � ��� Let �� and �� be the angular frequency and the
absolute value of the characteristic exponent for M�� the critical �degenerate�
resonant� periodic orbit� Then� if ����� �� Q � it is always possible� to reduce
formally the initial Hamiltonian H to a normal form given by ��� with � as
in ���� but a power series instead of a polynomial�

For a proof� see ���� Nevertheless� though it is expressed formally �as an
in�nite process�� in the practice� the nonlinear reduction of the initial Hamil�
tonian is carried on only up to some suitable degree r� so the transformed
Hamiltonian� H� can be casted into�

H�I�� ��� x� y� � H��I�� x� y� �H����� I�� x� y�� ���

where H� is analytic� ���periodic on the angle ��� and holds the terms of
degree higher than r� so it can be thought of as a perturbation of H��

The unfolding of �D invariant tori

We are interested in the quasi�periodic bifurcation phenomena linked with
the transition stable�complex unstable� We will describe such phenomena
using the normal form H� �and we shall skip the remainder H� o���

The existence of the quasiperiodic solutions we are looking for is more
easily shown if we �rst change to �canonical� polar coordinates�

x� �
p
�r cos ��� y� � � I�p

�r
sin �� � pr

p
�r cos ���

x� � �
p
�r sin ��� y� � � I�p

�r
cos �� � pr

p
�r sin ���

This introduces a second action I�� together with its conjugate angle� ��	
while r and pr are the new normal coordinates and momenta� With these
polar coordinates� the Hamiltonian H� takes the form�

H��r� I�� I�� pr� � ��I� � ��I� � rp�r �
I��
�r

���r� I�� I��� ���

�we use the same notation for the transformed Hamiltonian�� From its cor�
responding Hamiltonian equations� it is seen that this system generically
presents a bifurcating two parametric family of quasi�periodic solutions� We
specify this result in the following�

Proposition � If the coe�cient a in the expansion of � is di�erent from
zero� there exists a real analytic function� �J�� J��� de�ned in a neighborhood



of ��� ��� such that the parameterization

TJ��J� �

��������
�������

�i � �i�J�� J��t� ��i � i � � �

r � �J�� J���

I� � J��

I� � �J��J�� J���

pr � ��

���

with

���J�� J�� � �� � 
��jTJ��J� ���

���J�� J�� � �� � J� � 
��jTJ��J� ���

de�nes a �two�parameter� family of quasi�periodic solutions of the Hamilto�
nian ���� Moreover� if

�d

a
J� 	 � and jJ�j � jJ�j���� ���

for J� small enough� then the solutions ��� correspond to a ��parameter family
of real �D�invariant tori which are non�degenerated� provided

b� d�

a
�� � ��

Assuming the reality conditions ���� we can investigate the stability of the
real invariant tori through their normal eigenvalues �characteristic exponents��
They result to be

��J��J� � �
p

�dJ� �O��J�� J��� ���

The formulas ���� ��� and ���� yield to the next proposition�

Proposition � Under the conditions of proposition �� the type of the
bifurcation is determined by the sign of the coe�cient a of � in ���� More
precisely�

Case �� If a � �� inverse bifurcation �hyperbolic invariant tori unfold
around stable orbits��

Case �� If a 	 �� direct bifurcation �elliptic invariant tori unfold around
complex unstable orbits��

The proofs of propositions � and � can be found at ���� This bifurcation
resembles the classical Andronov�Hopf�s one in the sense that stable �elliptic�



objects unfold around lower dimensional unstable ones� and conversely� un�
stable �hyperbolic� higher dimensional manifolds may appear around stable
objects�

Preservation of the invariant tori� main ideas

The unfolding shown by proposition �� and also the normal character of
the bifurcating tori have been obtained and analyzed from the normal form H�

only� The next step is to investigate the persistence of these invariant tori when
the remainder H� �supposed to be an small perturbation�� is added and the
full Hamiltonian is considered� To do so� we apply basically the Kolmogorov
method adapted to lower dimensional tori �see �����

Here� we shall brie�y outline the method followed� First� we select a �good 
�from the point of view of Diophantine conditions on the frequencies �����

and on the normal eigenvalues ��� invariant torus of the family� say TJ��J�
with J�� J� �xed� and expand the initial Hamiltonian� H��� � H around it	
so we introduce new actions I

�T � �I ��� I
�
��� and a new normal coordinates

zT � �x� y� through�

r �  � x� 

��
y� pr �

��

�
x�



�
y� I� � J� � I ��� I� � �J� � I ���

where�  � �J�� J�� and �� is the positive determination of the characteristic
exponents ���� Note that the selected initial torus corresponds then to I �� �
I �� � x � y � ��� From now on� we drop the primes from the new actions and�
with this coordinates� the above mentioned expansion can be expressed as�

H������ x� I� y� � !a��T � I � 

�
ITC���I � 

�
zTB����z � ITE�z �H

���
� �

� "a��� � bT ��� � z � "cT ��� � I �
�



�
IT eC���I �



�
zT eB���z �



�
IT eE���z� ���

with �T � ���� ��� and H
���
� holding the terms of degree greater than � in

�x� I�� I�� y�� If we de�ne�

H��x� I�� I�� y� � H�

�
 � x� 

��
y� J� � I�� �J� � I��

��

�
x�



�
y

�

and in the same way H����� ��� x� I�� I�� y�� from the perturbative term H�

in ���� then the di�erent coe�cients which appear in the expansion ��� can
be identi�ed as !a � H���� �� �� ��� "a��� � H���� �� �� �� ��� and so on�

Actually� these coe�cients depend also on the parameters �J�� J��� but as
they are held �xed� this dependence is not explicitly written�



Now� we include the term �
�I

T "C���I in H�
� and de�ne�

#H��� � "a��� � bT ���z � "cT ��� � I � 

�
zT "B���z �



�
IT "E���z�

and therefore� H��� may be written shortly as�

H��� � !a��T � I � 

�
IT C���I � 

�
zTB����z � IT E�z �H

���
� � #H��� ���

Remark � We note that� in ���� the term #H��� gathers all the terms
which avoid the existence of the initial invariant torus in the following sense�
if it were not present� x � I� � I� � y � � would still be a solution of the
complete Hamiltonian system� winding a two dimensional 
and reducible in
the normal directions
� invariant torus� In other words� the selected torus of
the unperturbed system would then be preserved�

Thus� the idea is to eliminate� by a sequence of canonical changes� the
successive terms #H�i�� which appear at every step of the reduction process�

The generating function S� of these changes must be taken of the form�

S � �T � � � d��� � eT ��� � z � fT ��� � I � 

�
zTG���z � ITF ���z� ���

The averages of f and g with respect � are d��� � �� f��� � �� G��� is
a symmetric matrix verifying G������ � � and �T � ���� ��� is a parameter to
be adjusted conveniently� From this expression for the generating function�
it is possible to set and solve the corresponding homological equations to
�nd the unknowns �� d� e� f�G� F and check out that� at each step the norm
of the corresponding #H�i� decays quadratically� so the perturbative scheme
is quadratically convergent and thus� the invariant torus is preserved �but
slightly deformed � To prove this convergence� we follow the ideas about
preservation of lower dimensional tori given in ����
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